A good filter tells its story.

- Since 1953 VTE-Filter has been a trusted supplier and manufacturer.
- We have one of the most extensive warehouses with more than 600,000 filters and all types of spare parts in stock.
- We have a complete database, the FilterFinder®

Every day up to 150 deliveries leave our warehouses to all parts of the world.
The Experts in Filtration and Separation

Air Filters: oil bath filters, pleated elements, demisters, filter foams, air intake filters, oil mist separators, panel filters, wet air filters

Filter Housings: duplex filters, simplex filters, backflushing filters, automatic filters, separators, heating oil filters, centrifuges, split oils

Fuel Filters: filter tubes, filter plates, pleated elements, screen discs, screen fabrics, coarse filters, sintered metal filters, basket filters, es, filtrators

Oil Filters: disc filters, mantle elements, edge type filters, high pressure filters, micro filters, suction filters, mulrifugescartridges

Spare Parts: made in Germany, for filters and separator plants, gaskets, valves, gear

Water Purification: silver candles, sterile filters, activated carbon filters, systems

Water Treatment: sea water filters, water/oil separators, coalescers, bilge water filters, oily water separators (OWS) coalescer pads and many more
Tradition and innovation: the basis of our custom made filters.

- VTE-Filter products are in original quality, ISO certified
- For more than 60 years we have been OEM for leading brand manufacturers
- Our independence, experience and specialised knowledge enable us to provide you with objective advice and customised solutions.
First class logistics:

- Every day up to 150 deliveries leave our warehouses to all parts of the world.
- UPS, FedEx, TNT, DHL Express, Air freight...
Our scope of supply:
- Full Flow Filter Discs
- Diversion Filter Discs
- By-Pass Filter Elements
- Gaskets
- Gasket Sets
- Differential Pressure Indicators
- Filtering Units complete

Compatible with:
- Alfa Laval • Moatti
- IHI
- FF150D/152 FF150/152D
- FM150D/152
- FM150/152DE
- TT150/152
- FAMV/FSMN150/152
- T150/152/T280/
- LAM280/LGM280
- X280 • XL280 • L280
- LL280 • TT280
- and many more

Saving Money without losing Quality
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Compatibility Spare Parts by VTE-Filter

Applications:
- Single-Filter
- Duplex-Filter
- Automatic-Filter
- Wire Mesh Filter Candles
- Polyester Filter Candles
- Paper Candles
- Multi-Mantle-Elements
- Candle Inserts
- Filter Discs
- Star Pleated Elements
- Basket Elements
- Differential Pressure

Contact Indicators
- Gaskets
- Solenoid Valves
- and many more

compatible with:
- Boll & Kirch

Saving Money without losing Quality
Bilge/Oily-Water-Separator (BWS/OWS)

Compatible Coalescer and Spare Parts

Our scope of supply:
- Adsorbers
- Sacrificial Anodes
- Coalescer Pads • Cover
- Gaskets • Desiccators
- Heating Elements
- HycaSeps • Oil Level
- Sensors Pumps • Rotors
- Stators • Valves

Compatible with:
- Aalandia • Alexander
- Esplen • Alfa Laval Blohm
- & Voss • Bowser CJC • Cux
- Detegasa • DMA-Sorption
- DVZ • EPE • Facet • Faudi
- Georim • Han-Young • HDW
- Hebold • Heishin Hodge
- Hyca Sep • Jowa • Keene
- Mahle • NFV • Ocean Clean
- Poseidon RWO • Sarex
- Sasakura Sofrance • Taiko
- Twinfilter • VEB Barth
- Victor • Vokes • Votech
- Westfalia • Wave Stream
- and many more
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Compressor Filter Inserts

for Deck-, Working- and Refrigeration- Compressors

Compatible with:
Aerzner · Atlas · Copco
Bauer · Boge · Compair
Donaldson · Deno
Gardener · Grasso
Hatlapa · Ingersoll
Kaeser · Noske
Rand · Renner
Sabroe · Sauer & Sohn
Sperre · Stromme
Tanabe · Tamrotor
Ultrafilter · Denver
Rietschle

VEB Kühlanlagen
Zander
and many more
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Hydraulic Filter Inserts

Applications:
Azimuth
Azipod
Bow Thruster
CPP
Crane
Hatch Covers
Pump Unit
Power Pack
Reduction Gear
Steering Gear

compatible with:
Alpha Lubricator
Aquamaster
Berg · Brunvoll
Cargotec · FRAMO · Hatlapa
Hägglund · Kamewa ·
Kumera · Liebherr · Lips
NMF · MacGregor
Mitsubishi
Rolls Royce · Palfinger
Reintjes · Tenfjord
Tsuji · TTS
Wärtsilä

On highest standard
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Filter Elements

for Auxiliary- and Diesel Generators

Suitable for:
ABC · Bergen Diesel
Daihatsu · Detroit
B&W · Caterpillar
CME-STX · Cummins
Deutz Marine Engine
Himsen · Hyundai · MAN
MAK Marine Engines
Mirrlees Blackstone
Mercedes · Mitsubishi
MTU · Pielstick
Stork SW Diesel
Sulzer · Volvo Penta
Yanmar · Wärtsilä

16/24 · 21/31 · 23/30
28/32 · 27/38 · 32/40
46MC/C · 50MC/C
60MC/C · 70MC/C · 80MC/C
90MC/C · 98MC/C/E
RT-FLEX · RTA series
H17/28 · H21/32 · H21/33
H25/33 · H32/40
L20 · L 32 · W32 · R22
R26 · R32 · VASA 32
M20 · M25 · M32 · M43
C18 · C32 · 3516 · 3508
B32.40 · KRG series
D2842 · D2866
and many more
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The next Generation

Filter Elements for GenSets L21/31 and L27/38

Our scope of supply
Primary Filter
Safety Filter
Centrifugal Filter
Paper Inserts

Gaskets
Splitfilter
Star Pleated Elements
Duplex Filter
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Lube Oil Centrifugal Filter

Improve your Lube Oil System

Our scope of supply:
FM090 · FM200 · FM400
FM600 · GF200 · GF600
FM200DS

Full-Flow Versions
Low-Flow Versions
Retrofit Kits
Gaskets · Gasket Sets
Rotor
Stand Tube
Body Assembly

Compatibel with:
Mann & Hummel
Glacier
and many more
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Notch Wire

Compatible spare parts for Asian brands

Compatible with:
Ameroid Japan
Daihatsu
Kanagawa Kiki
Niigata
Yanmar
Yoowon
...

Types:
K8FE, K8E
AF1, AF2, AF3
AL1, AL2, AL3
and many more
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Ultrasonic Cleaning Units

For professional cleaning onboard

Applications:
- Cleaning of fuel and lube oil filter
- Engine parts
- Injection nozzles
- Purifier parts
- Heaters and coolers

Features:
- Stainless steel tank
- Stainless steel housing and rack for solid installation onboard
- Sweep: For the continued shifting of sound pressure maxima
- Degas: Allows the quick degassing of the cleaning liquid
- Boost: For an increased cleaning power by 20%
- Heating: Safe to run dry, quick heating-up, efficient
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